HOSPITALITY
COLLECTION

The word “hospitality” evokes warmth and care, generosity and togetherness;
qualities which guide every aspect of our furniture production. However, the
concept of hospitality is perhaps even more apparent among the furniture
and accessories in the Hospitality Collection. Designed and crafted with
identity and character. Tailor made to create a pleasant atmosphere and a
warm sense of harmony and appreciated by informed people whatever the
time and space; a vibrant lounge, a trendy restaurant, in the stillness of a
welcoming doctor’s clinic, in the quiet calm of a library, in an inviting hotel
room or as a logical choice in a creative office space. It’s also a favourite you’ll
want to come home to. All furniture and details are made from authentic,
genuine materials by experienced, skilful hands with respect for sustainability
and our shared environment. They’re durable and robust. They’ll age with
beauty. And they’ll last a lifetime. Many of our models can be customized
according to unique dimensions and materials so they can take care of their
guests in the best possible way in all settings and environments. With the
furniture in the Hospitality Collection range, we’ve done our best to convey
care and hospitality, both for people and a sustainable environment.

SWEDESE STUDIO GIVES YOU
FREE HANDS
TM

If you have specific requirements for a
public space, Swedese Studio provides an
exclusive opportunity. It offers the chance
to collaborate closely with designers and
craftsmen who can help you to create
unique furniture and interiors for unique
environments.
TM

FEEL AT HOME
WHEREVER YOU ARE
At Swedese, we’ve never differentiated
between furniture for living areas and
public spaces, using the same materials,
construction and durability. But above
all, the same ability to create a feeling of
home, anywhere and everywhere.

HAPPY. With a welcoming smile, happy blends in with all types of
surroundings. With or without neck support. The serie includes easy
chair, sofa, barstool and stackable chair.

AMSTELLE. Armchair which forms part of an extensive family of
functional, modern furniture, including chairs, armchairs, pouffes and
stools. Legs in oak or ash.

GRACE. A simple, smart and comfortable chair with a clear identity.
Accessories include upholstered seat and/or back, acoustic absorption,
linking device and trolley. Comes in a range of designs, armchair included.

LAMINO. Swedese’s crown jewel, conceived by Yngve Ekström.
Timeless, elegant and as stylish as it was 50 years ago. Laminated beech,
oak, ash or walnut veneer. Upholstered in sheepskin, fabric or leather.

LAZY. Designer Bror Boije’s minimalist, elegant sofa and easy chair are
highly durable and robust as well as functional and elegant. Includes springs
in seat and option of fully removable upholstery.

BESPOKE ANGLE. Fully customized and produced in the dimensions
requested. Extremely solid table with elegant features. Tabletop in oak,
ash or laminate. Steel legs encased in wooden socket in oak or ash.

ATLAS. Table in solid oak or ash, with steel base. Robust construction
enabling use both indoors and out. Top also available in oak or ash
veneer, or compact laminate. Hooks under the tabletop are aslo avaliable.

PILLO. Versatile, comfortable easy chair with generous proportions and
a timeless feel. Available with or without adjustable neck support. Return
mechanism and lock function when chair is in lowered position. Optional
foot stool.

CONTINENTAL. Spacious, modern and comfortable with a continental
attitude. Imaginative filling adds to the overall impression. Upholstery in
fabric or leather, base in chrome, black or white lacquer.

BREEZE. Tabletop featuring poetic design, inspired by the soft summer
breeze. Two possible configurations; the smaller and taller and the larger and
lower. Top in white or black lacquered ash or with laminated copper plate.
Matching base in lacquered steel or copper-plated steel.

FLOWER. Organically shaped with stalk-like legs and made with the
veneer lamination technique, this table has become a symbol of Swedese.
A classic piece with a variety of combinations, including oak, ash, walnut
or even fully white or black. Three different heights enable a nest of
tables to be created.

BOXPLAY. The natural centre of attention in the room.
At once robust and elegant, with an asymmetrical shape
that creates a playful impression. Features a solid wooden
frame and upholstery in fabric or leather.

WOOD. Minimalist sofa featuring simple, timeless lines. Features minimalistic
shape and authentic natural materials. Upholstery in fabric or leather, with
only one visible seam – on the armrest. Legs in wood or black metal.

TEATIME. Elegant serving trolley with castors and detachable tray.
Create your own unique Teatime by combining different materials for the
trolley, tray and shelf; natural ash, white or black lacquer.
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CONTINENTAL. Spacious, modern and comfortable
with a continental attitude. Imaginative filling adds to
the overall impression. Upholstery in fabric or leather,
base in chrome, black or white lacquer.

MADISON. The best of Scandinavian aesthetics, featuring
craftsmanship, functionality and low-key design. Add your
own personal stamp by playing with different sizes and
adding/removing the buttons on the back cushions. Legs in
oak or sled base in chrome, black or white lacquer.

TREE. It’s not difficult to figure out what inspired this iconic coat hanger.
Magical and sublime. Wall mounted or free standing on floor, two different
sizes and a range of colours.

LIBRI. Practical, buildable bookshelf, combining function with artistic
flair. Combine multiple shelves to create a complete storage wall or room
divider. Four different heights, all with the same strong design.
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